Oil formation volume factor (FVF) is considered as relative change in oil volume between reservoir condition and standard surface condition. FVF, always greater than one, is dominated by reservoir temperature, amount of dissolved gas in oil, and specific gravity of oil and dissolved gas. In addition to limitations on reliable sampling, experimental determination of FVF is associated with high costs and time-consumption. Therefore, this study proposes a novel approach based on hybrid genetic algorithm-pattern search (GA-PS) optimized neural network (NN) for fast, accurate, and cheap determination of oil FVF from available measured pressure-volumetemperature (PVT) data. Contrasting to traditional neural network which is in danger of sticking in local minima, GA-PS optimized NN is in charge of escaping from local minima and converging to global minimum. A group of 342 data points were used for model construction and a group of 219 data points were employed for model assessment. Results indicated superiority of GA-PS optimized NN to traditional NN. Oil FVF values, determined by GA-PS optimized NN were in good agreement with reality.
Introduction
Oil formation volume factor (FVF) is defined as the ratio of the volume of oil (plus the gas in solution) at the prevailing reservoir temperature and pressure to the volume of oil at standard conditions [1] . Wide-range applications of oil formation volume factor in petroleum reservoir and production calculations are trivial. Nonetheless, there are some limitations in accurate determination of oil FVF, done through laboratory experiments on bottom-hole or recombined surface sample. These limitations include, high cost of laboratory measurements, high investment of time and labor for running experimental tests, and inaccuracy associated with sampling in cases where producing life of reservoir is too long. Therefore, many researchers have attempted to find fast and cheap ways for accurate determination of oil FVF. Several published empirical correlations illustrate the significance of such attempts [? ] . Recent studies showed that intelligent systems, including neural network, fuzzy logic, neuro-fuzzy, and etc have more generalization capability compared with empirical correlations [17, 18] . Hitherto, several researchers have utilized intelligent systems for solving their complicated problems in petroleum engineering [? ] . Some researchers have employed neural network for estimation of oil formation volume factor from available measured PVT data. Gharbi and Elsharkawy [25] used neural network for Middle East oil FVF determination. Elsharkawy [26] employed a radial basis neural network for establishing oil PVT models on differential PVT data. Al-Shammasi [27] gathered worldwide PVT data points for oil FVF model construction using neural network approach. Neural network determination of oil FVF by Elsharkawy and Gharbi [28] demonstrated superiority of intelligent modeling to classical methods. Al-Marhoun and Osman [29] proved that neural network enhances accuracy of oil FVF prediction compared with empirical correlations. Dutta and Gupta [30] proved neural network has capability for all PVT properties prediction with satisfying accuracy. Aforementioned studies provide evidence on superiority of neural network to empirical correlations and statistical approaches. However, neural networks are encountered with the flaw of sticking in local minima [31] . Frequent trapping in local minima prevents neural networks from reaching the optimal model. To eliminate this flaw, the optimal neural network model is achieved, when it is trained through the combination of genetic algorithm with pattern search technique (this method is called hybrid genetic algorithmpattern search (GA-PS technique). The hybrid GA-PS technique is capable of releasing a neural network from local minima through its stochastic search capability. The proposed strategy was applied to 342 training data points to develop a model meant to estimate the oil formation volume factor from available measured PVT data, including gas specific gravity, temperature, stock-tank oil gravity, and solution gas oil ratio. The constructed model was assessed by 219 unseen validation data points. Results have indicated the superiority of GA-PS optimized neural networks over traditional neural networks.
Methodology: GA-PS Optimized Neural Network
Neural networks are computational models which partially emulate the biological neural storage and analytical operations of the brain through non-linear processing elements (neurons) arranged in parallel structures called layers [17] . Back-propagation is the common supervised learning algorithm used for training of neural networks. It randomly assigns initial weights and biases to the neural network and estimates the network's output error. Network output is compared with desired output and the difference is then propagated back to the starting layers for modifying weights and biases. Bias is a scalar number which is added to argument of transfer function. It shifts the transfer function by an amount "bias". The bias is much like a weight, except that it has a constant input of 1. For more details refer to Mohaghegh [19, 32] . Complete formulation of neural network is brought by Asoodeh and Bagheripour [31] . They stated modification of weights and biases in the back-propagation algorithm follows equation (1) below.
Where, ( + 1) and ( ) refer to weights and biases of ( + 1) and iterations, respectively. α and are learning rate and current gradient, correspondingly. Therefore, in local minima where = 0 no modification is done over weights and biases and algorithm does not progress anymore [31] . To wipe out this flaw, hybrid genetic algorithm-pattern search technique is employed for finding optimal weights and biases of neural network such that performance function of neural network converges to its global minimum. Genetic algorithm initiates searching for finding global minimum of a desired function (fitness function) by randomly selection of a population of chromosomes (probable solutions are called chromosomes in GA). At each step, the genetic algorithm selects individuals at random from the current population to be parents and uses them to produce the children for the next generation. Over successive generations, the population "evolves" toward an optimal solution. This stochastic search capability of hybrid GA-PS tool enables it not to converge to local minima even when initial solutions are located in close proximity of a local minimum. To optimize neural network by hybrid GA-PS, mean square error of NN predictions is subjected to GA-PS as fitness function. Supposing input vector of neural network is defined as following equation:
Where, T is reservoir temperature; Rs is solution gas oil ratio; γ is oil specific gravity; and γ is gas specific gravity. If the hidden layer contains m hidden neurons, the net input to the hidden layer is computed by the following equation (3) .
Where, IW is initial weights connecting input layer to hidden layer; Ib is hidden layer bias vector and netHL is final input to hidden layer. Four inputs are available to the network as it is shown in Eq.2 (I 4ï£·1 ). Therefore, connecting weights matrix (IW) is arranged such that each neuron provides four weights corresponding to four inputs. It means IW must be an × 1 matrix. That vector, after passing the hidden layer transfer function, produces output of such layer. Assuming sigmoid transfer function (mathematically equivalent to tangent hyperbolic function), the net output of the hidden layer is calculated as below. Fig.1 (I) shows sigmoid transfer function with its expression.
Assuming "PURELIN" transfer function (i.e., f(x) =x) for output neurons, the neural network output is determined by the following equation (5). Fig.1 (II) shows purelin transfer function with its expression.
Where, OW is weights connecting hidden layer to output layer; b is bias value for output neuron; and FVF N N is neural network's output. Assuming m hidden neurons produce matrix of OHL with m rows and one column (i.e., m×1). Considering only one output neuron (such in this situation that FVF is the sole output) makes neural network to assign a weight vector of OW with size of 1ï£¡m such that multiplication of OW by OHL produce a number, which is estimated FVF. To optimize the neural network by the GA-PS tool, the following fitness function is introduced to GA-PS.
Where, N is number of training data, FVF NN is estimated FVF by NN, is sample index varying from sample 1 to sample N, and T is desired output. For clarification of the hybrid GA-PS technique, refer to Asoodeh and Bagheripour [17, 18, 31] and Mohaghegh [32] .
Results and Discussion
At the first stage, a three layered feed forward backpropagation neural network (NN) was constructed to estimate oil formation volume factor (FVF) from oil properties, including gas specific gravity, temperature, stock-tank oil gravity, and solution gas oil ratio. To find the optimal number of hidden neurons in neural network, neural networks with different numbers of hidden neurons were constructed and the performance of each was evaluated. The NN model with the lowest mean square error of prediction was considered as the optimal model. Investigations showed by inserting 5 neurons in the hidden layer, the performance function of the neural network reaches its minimum. Sigmoid and "PURELIN" transfer functions were used for hidden and output neurons, respectively. After training the neural network with a back-propagation algorithm and Levenberg-Marquardt training function, unseen test data were input to the constructed model to estimate oil FVF. In the next stage, Equations 1 to 5 were used to set up the computational framework of the neural network for formulating available measured PVT data to oil FVF. Equation 5 was introduced to hybrid genetic algorithmpattern search technique as a fitness function. Fig.2 shows the mean and best fitness value (average MSE and the lowest MSE) for the oil FVF fitness function (Eq. 5) during a run of 1000 iterations of the GA-PS algorithm. The hybrid GA-PS tool extracts optimal weights and biases of the neural network such that the mean square error of the prediction is located in its global minimum. After optimizing the neural network (NN) by the GA-PS tool, unseen test data were input to the model and performance of GA-PS optimized NN was evaluated. Fig.3 shows results for the NN and the GA-PS optimized neural network versus measured oil FVF values. This figure verifies that GA-PS optimized NN performed more accurately compared with traditional neural networks. 
Conclusions
The significance of oil formation volume factor (FVF) in petroleum chemistry engineering is evident. In this study oil formation volume factor is estimated from oil properties, including gas specific gravity, temperature, stocktank oil gravity, and solution gas oil ratio using neural network structure. Investigations indicated that neural networks are stuck in local minima owing to the complex surface error of oil FVF prediction. The stochastic search capability of the hybrid genetic algorithm-pattern search technique (GA-PS) provides a robust optimizing method which is capable of escaping from local minima and converging to a global minimum. To eliminate the associated flaw of neural network, it was trained (in better word, optimized) by GA-PS technique. Results indi-cated the GA-PS optimized neural network more closely matched experimental data than traditional neural networks. Furthermore, hybrid GA-PS is more convenient to use than widely held back-propagation algorithm for extracting connection weights and biases. The proposed strategy can be used for situations where taken samples are not reliable or where sampling is not applicable due to long duration of production of the reservoir. In addition, implementation of the proposed method can considerably reduce costs and save time.
